Sunshine Coast Climate Action Now
Project Report 2017-18: Renewables Expo
Introduction
Sunshine Coast Climate Action Now (SCCAN) is committed to local action to address the
urgent social and political change needed to tackle the impacts of global warming. A key
objective is to encourage an urgent transition from a fossil fuelled energy culture to
renewable energy resources through public education and building networks with other
organisations concerned about the impacts of climate change.
To that end, SCCAN organised a “Renewables Expo” in conjunction with the annual World
Environment Day festival coordinated by the Sunshine Coast Environment Council (SCEC) in
May 2017. Following the great success of this event and the positive feedback from
exhibitors and attendees, SCCAN planned a similar Renewables Expo for May 2018.
This report provides a brief summary of this project/event.
Objective of Renewables Expo
The Renewables Expo is designed to demonstrate new and emerging technologies for a
sustainable future, built on renewable energy, to members of the community at a significant
public event. This year the theme was: “The future is renewable”, demonstrating what a
‘renewable village’ could look like, linking solar power, battery storage and electric vehicles
in a small dwelling.
The event
The Renewables Expo took place on Sunday 3 May 2018 at Cottontree Park, Maroochydore,
as part of the well-established World Environment Day festival, the longest running such
environmental event in Australia (40 years). The festival ran from 10.00am to 5.00pm. The
Expo was supported by a community grant from the Sunshine Coast Council of $2,790.00,
$1,170.00 of which was reimbursed to SCEC as a share of expenses to host the event (site
manager, power supply, waste management, traffic management and security).
The Expo included 10 local businesses and organisations showcasing their products and
services in the supply of renewable energy and smart systems, including 4 electric vehicles
and electric bicycles, as well as recycled e-waste and plastics to produce affordable, smart
products.
A key aspect of the renewables’ village concept was the demonstration of how sustainable
communities can be created by providing elegant housing diversification through the
concept of “Small is the New Big.” A small mobile home was set up on site with a solar PV
and battery storage system provided by Small is the New Big founder Ian Ugarte, and
Substation 33, a youth and family services social enterprise based on recycling e-waste,
including the solar trailer displayed at the Expo.

The Expo also included a program of 6 guest speakers and 4 informative films to
demonstrate why the future is renewable and within our grasp now.
Eleven volunteers from SCCAN worked during the day to assist with the set-up and pack-up
of the Expo, assist exhibitors, provide information to members of the public about the
dangers of climate change and the opportunities for renewable energy etc.
It is estimated that more than 9000 people attended the full day WED festival, with many of
these passing through the renewables village/Renewables Expo part of the festival. Net
proceeds from the Expo were $1,625.00, which will provide important funds for SCCAN to
run future community education and awareness events.
Conclusion
Feedback from exhibitors at the Expo was generally very positive, with some businesses
indicating they had generated potential sales, and most confirming their interest in
participating again next year. Similarly, the informal feedback and discussions with
members of the public was encouraging, with widespread interest in renewable energy and
electric vehicles and how they might be able to incorporate these into their lives.
The Renewables Expo is established as an important community event. The partnership with
SCEC is fundamental to the success in both planning and delivering the event. Similarly, the
Expo seems to have strong support from the Sunshine Coast Council, who has made
community grants to support the first two events.
Planning for the third Renewables Expo on 2 May 2019, in conjunction with SCEC, is already
well underway.
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